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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a novel model-based visibility
measure for geometric primitives called visibility map. It is simple to
calculate, memory efficient, accurate for viewpoints outside the convex
hull of the object and versatile in terms of possible applications. Several
useful properties of visibility maps that show their superiority to existing
visibility measures are derived. Various example applications from the
automotive industry where the presented measure is used successfully
conclude the paper.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Finding viewpoints from which certain parts of a known object are visible by a
two-dimensional, perspective sensor is not a straightforward task. Especially in
complex environments like industrial inspection or object recognition applica-
tions, where several geometric primitives (often called features [11]) on complex
objects have to be inspected, finding an easy to calculate, versatile, storage-
effective and not too simplifying visibility measure is of great importance. Up
until now, several visibility measures with their particular advantages and disad-
vantages have been developed. However, most of them are tailor-made for specific
applications so that the underlying algorithmic and conceptual framework can-
not be used in other tasks. At the same time, they do not provide a consistent
modeling of visibility for different feature-types like points, lines, polygons or
volumetric features. Also, feature covisibility is addressed by only a few of the
many existing visibility measures. Restricting the sensor positions to very few
viewpoints further limits possible applications.

One of the first visibility measures for surface areas is the aspect graph by
Koenderink et.al. [8]. Aspect graphs assume the object’s model to be centered at
the origin of a sphere which encapsulates the entire model. Every possible view
of the model can then be represented as a point on that sphere. Each equiv-
alent view on the sphere is represented by a node in the aspect graph, with
the connection between graph nodes representing a possible transition between
views. These transitions are due to changes in the occlusion relationships be-
tween object surfaces. However, no method whatsoever of generating the three-
dimensional viewpoint region of an object’s aspect graph node is presented in
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this paper. In [2], Cowan and Kovesi show a way to actually generate an as-
pect graph, although only for simple polyhedra. They describe a method to
calculate the three-dimensional region where a convex polyhedral object O oc-
cludes a portion of a convex polyhedral surface S. The boundary of the occlusion
zone is described by a set of separating support-planes. In the case of multiple
occluding objects, the union of all non-occlusion zones is calculated. The pre-
sented algorithm has quadratic computational complexity in the number of edges
of the polygon. This is of significant disadvantage in complex scenes and real
applications.

Tarabanis et.al. [11] have presented a method of computing the spacial vis-
ibility regions of features. They define a feature as a polygonal and manifold
subset of a single face of a polyhedral object. The visibility region of a feature
is defined as the open and possibly empty set consisting of all viewpoints in
free space for which the feature is visible in its entirety. Instead of calculating
the visibility region directly, Tarabanis et.al. devised a three-step algorithm that
calculates the occlusion region of a feature T in linear time (in terms of object
vertices). The occlusion region is the complementary area to the visibility region
with respect to free space. For each element of a subset L of the faces of the
polyhedral object, the (polyhedral) occluding region is calculated in a similar
manner to the method shown by Cowan and Kovesi [2]. The elements of L are
those faces that satisfy certain topological and morphological properties with
respect to T . The occluding regions of all elements of L are merged into the
complete polyhedral occlusion region O of the feature T . A check for visibility
of T from a certain viewpoint can thus be reduced to a point-in-polyhedron clas-
sification. However, since the polyhedral occlusion region O has to be stored as a
whole, the presented method requires a considerable amount of storage memory.
This makes it difficult to employ in scenarios with highly complex parts.

Another method of calculating the approximate visibility space of a feature is
presented by Trucco et.al. [12]. Their method restricts the possible sensor view-
points to positions at manually fixed intervals on a spherical grid surrounding
the object. The viewing direction at each grid point connects the viewpoint with
the center of the spherical grid. Visibility of a feature is determined by rendering
the object from each viewpoint and counting the number of pixels of the feature
in the resulting image. Covisibility, i.e. the visibility of several features at once,
can be determined by counting the collective number of pixels. An advantage
of this approach is that it yields a quantitative and not just boolean visibility
measure for each viewpoint. Also, in terms of storage memory, the approximate
visibility space is very efficient. However, the restriction to a spherical grid, and
the high computational complexity for the rendering process limits its use to
rather simple inspection tasks.

Various other visibility measures exist in the literature. Some publications
address visibility in terms of a scalar function V that is evaluated for each
viewpoint. Khawaja et.al. [7] use the number of visible features, the number
of visible mesh-faces on each feature, and the number of image pixels associated
with each face as parameters of an ad-hoc postulated formula. The necessary
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parameters are generated for each viewpoint by rendering the model of the in-
spected object from this viewpoint. Other publications, e.g. [1], use even simpler
methods: the dot-product of the viewing direction and the surface normal of
the inspected feature. If the dot-product is negative, the feature is considered to
be visible. Hence, visibility can only be determined correctly for strictly convex
objects.

As we have seen, existing visibility measures do not account for all of the
points mentioned above. Especially the lack of versatility concerning both the
variety of possible applications and the correctness of the visibility determi-
nation for 1d, 2d and 3d features is apparent. In the remainder of this pa-
per, we therefore want to introduce the concept of visibility maps to deter-
mine the visibility of arbitrary geometric primitives. We will show some of
their properties and demonstrate their versatility in various machine vision
applications.

2 Visibility Maps

The term visibility map is very generic. It is used for example in computer graph-
ics as a synonym for a graph characterizing the visible triangles of a mesh. In
this paper, we use the term to describe a matrix that is used to determine the
visibility of a geometric primitive. In principle, a visibility map is defined for
points on the surface of an object. It is calculated by projecting the inspected
object (and possibly the whole scene) onto a unit sphere centered at the point
on the object for which the map is calculated. The unit sphere is then sam-
pled at constant azimuth / elevation intervals ν and the boolean information
whether something has been projected on the current point on the sphere or
not, is transcribed into a matrix called visibility map. Fig. 1 illustrates this
concept.

2.1 Calculating Visibility Maps

Calculating visibility maps can be implemented effectively, if the object surface
geometry is given as a triangulated mesh with three-dimensional vertex coor-
dinates vi. The vertices are projected onto a unit sphere centered at the point
whose visibility has to be calculated. Without loss of generality, we assume this
point to be the origin of the coordinate system. Using the four-quadrant arcus-
tangent function the vertices’ spherical coordinates θ (azimuth), φ (elevation)
and r (radius) result to

θ (ṽi) = arctan 2 (vi,y, vi,x) ,

φ (ṽi) =
π

2
− arctan 2

(
vi,z,

√
v2

i,x + v2
i,y

)
, and (1)

r (ṽi) ≡ 1.

Suppose, two vertices vi and vj are connected by a mesh-edge. Then, the mesh-
edge is sampled at k intervals. The sampled edge points are then projected onto
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the sphere and an approximate spherical mesh-triangle is constructed by con-
necting the projected edge samples using Bresenham’s algorithm. The resulting
triangle-outline is filled using a standard flood-fill algorithm. This process is re-
peated for every triangle of the object. Afterwards, the unit sphere is sampled
in both azimuth and elevation direction at intervals ν and the result whether
something has been projected or not is transcribed into the matrix M , i.e. the
visibility map. To account for numerical errors and to get a smooth visibility
map we further apply standard dilation / erosion operators to M . The compu-
tational complexity of this method is O(n) for objects comprised of n triangles.
An example visibility map can be seen in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Visibility map of a point on a flange. The same point on the right arm of the
flange is highlighted. Black regions in the visibility map represent viewing directions,
where a camera positioned at the center of the sphere would see parts of the flange.
The position of four example viewing directions (A-D) are marked in the map. For
illustration purposes, the size of the unit sphere has been exaggerated

2.2 Distance Transform

Sometimes, it can be useful to quickly determine viewing directions where the
visibility of features is as stable as possible towards slight viewpoint devia-
tions. This means, the sensors should be positioned as far away as possible
from the occlusion-zone boundaries. One way to achieve this is to calculate
the distance transform of a visibility map. However, since visibility maps are
spherical projections, we need to use a spherical rather than an Euclidean dis-
tance measure. Using the Haversine function h(x) = sin2 (x/2), the distance
of two points p1 = (θ1, φ1) and p2 = (θ2, φ2) on the unit sphere can be
expressed as

d (p1, p2) = 2 · arctan 2
(√

a,
√

1 − a
)
, (2)

where a = h (θ2 − θ1)+cos (θ1) cos (θ2) h (φ2 − φ1) . By convention, we define
d < 0 for visible viewing directions and d > 0 for occluded directions. The actual
distance transformation is calculated using standard propagation algorithms [3]
which efficiently exploit the transitivity of the minimum relation.
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Fig. 2. Geometric relations for 2d feature visibility (left) and full feature visibility map
(5) of the polygonal area shown in Fig. 1. The different corner point visibility maps
are shown for illustration purposes

2.3 Visibility of 2D and 3D Features

In many applications a visibility measure for 2D or even 3D features is required.
By concept however, the visibility map is defined for one single point on the
surface of an object. Nevertheless, it can be generalized for higher-dimensional
geometric primitives, i.e. lines, polygonal areas, and volumes, if it is assumed that
the camera is far away at distance h in comparison to the maximum extension
d (i.e. the length of the longest eigenvector) of the primitive. This is equal to
the assumption of using the same camera direction (azimuth / elevation) for
each of the N corner points of the primitive. The resulting error is depending
on the relation d/h and can be estimated as follows: let p be a 3D-point that is
projected onto two unit spheres at located at a distance d. Figure 2 shows the
geometric relations in the plane spanned by the sphere centers and p. The point
is projected onto the first sphere at an elevation angle α and at elevation α+∆α
onto the second. It is clear, that for any fixed h, ∆α → max if p is located in
the middle of the spheres at d/2. We have

∆α = arctan
(
−2h

d

)
− arctan

(
2h

d

)
. (3)

In order to get a value of ∆α that is smaller than the angular spacing ν of the
visibility map, we need to find

∣∣∆α
(

d
h

)∣∣ < ν. From (3) we get

d

h
≤ −1

2
tan

ν

2
. (4)

For a typical sampling interval of ν = 1, this results to d/h ≤ 0.004.
For higher dimensional primitives, there are basically two notions of visibil-

ity: full visibility and partial visibility. In industrial inspection applications, full
visibility of a feature is often required, e.g. to check for complete visibility of bar
codes. In other applications, e.g. object recognition applications, partial visibil-
ity might however be sufficient. For primitives, where full visibility is required, it
can be calculated by forming a union of the visibility maps of each corner point,
leading to full feature visibility maps
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M =
N−1⋃
k=0

Mk,corner. (5)

This concept is applicable for 2D polygonal areas, e.g. single meshes, or parts of
3D primitives, e.g. several sides of a cube. It can be further extended to the cov-
isibility of several features, resulting in the combined feature visibility map M̄ . If
full visibility is not required or possible, e.g. in case of three-dimensional prim-
itives, (5) will not yield a correct visibility measure. Nevertheless, the visibility
map can also be used, if the visibility maps of the primitives vertices Mk,corner

are combined into partial feature visibility maps by

M =
N−1∑
k=0

2k−1Mk,corner. (6)

Then, the visibility of each vertex can be evaluated separately. Using the distance
transform of the visibility maps of two vertices p1 and p2 (2) it is also possible to
calculate the visible length dvis of a mesh-edge connecting these vertices. Figure 3
shows the geometric relations in the plane E spanned by p1, p2 and viewpoint v.
The plane cuts a great circle from both visibility maps. All angles and distances
used in the following are measured in this plane. For the sake of simplicity, we
define a coordinate system with unit vectors xE and yE originating in p1. Then,
the xE-yE components of k are given by

kxE =
(

1 − tan (α1 + δ1)
tan (α2 + δ2)

)−1

· d , kyE = d · tan (α1 + δ1) . (7)

Angles αk and δk can be directly drawn from the visibility maps and their
distance transforms. Calculating the intersection of g3 and the xE-axis results in

dvis (d) = (vxE − vyE)
vxE − kxE

vyE − kyE

. (8)

Here, vxE and vyE describe the coordinates of the viewpoint projected onto the
plane E. If applied to each mesh-edge, (8) allows to calculate the visible area or
volume of the primitive directly from the visibility maps (Fig. 3). In viewpoint
planning applications this property can be used to directly assign a quantitative
visibility value to a viewpoint.

2.4 Visibility Ratio and Memory Efficiency

By using visibility maps, it is possible to estimate the size of the space, from
which one or more features are completely visible. This can be used to determine,
whether e.g. a sensor head mounted on a robotic arm can be positioned such
that certain primitives are visible. For this, we define the term visibility ratio of
a single feature Fj :

V (Fj) =
visible area of M(Fj)
total area of M(Fj)

. (9)
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Fig. 3. The geometric relations in the plane spanned by p1, p2 and viewpoint v (left)
for calculating the visible area of a partially visible mesh facet (right). All units are
measured in this plane. Angles δ1,2 are derived from the visibility maps’ distance trans-
forms (2)

This property can be interpreted as the relation of the visible solid angle of the
the feature to the full sphere. Equally, we define the combined feature visibility
ratio V̄ (Ci) of the features associated to camera i by using the combined feature
visibility map M̄(Ci). It has to be noted that for full feature visibility maps
V̄ < V ≤ 0.5 for all two-dimensional primitives other than a single line, since
they are on the surface of the inspected objects and are thus not visible from
viewpoints on the backside of the object. One can therefore assume that there is
at least one large connected region in the visibility map. Hence, visibility maps
can be stored very effectively by using simple run-length-encoding as a means
to compress them.

3 Applications Using Visibility Maps

To show the versatility of the visibility map, we are going to present several
systems using the presented concepts in various applications from object recog-
nition to viewpoint planning. In our opinion, this versatility together with the
simplicity of its concept renders the visibility map superior to other existing
visibility measures.

3.1 Object Recognition and Pose Estimation

One of the first applications, where visibility maps have been used, was object
recognition. In [9] a system for multi-feature, multi-sensor classification and lo-
calization of 3D objects in 2D image sequences is presented. It uses a hypothesize-
and-test approach to estimate type and pose of objects. Characteristic Localized
Features (CLFs), e.g. contours, 3D corners, etc., are extracted from the geomet-
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Fig. 4. From left to right: An oil cap, its CLF graph seen from two different viewpoints,
aligned to the image. Visibility of the CLFs was calculated using visibility maps

ric models of the different objects and viewpoint dependant graphs of the CLFs
projected onto the image plane are generated for each pose and object type hy-
pothesis. By using elastic graph matching algorithms [6], the graph is aligned
with the features in the image. Viewpoint dependant graph rendering is only
possible, since visibility of each CLF was calculated using the visibility map.
The system is used for both optical inspection for quality control and airport
ground-traffic surveillance. An example CLF-graph and the recognized object
type and pose is shown in Fig. 4. Since there are typically several hundreds of
CLFs per object whose visibility has to be evaluated several times, both storage
memory and speed of the employed visibility measure are crucial.

3.2 Optimal Sensor-Feature Association

The cost of automatic inspection systems for quality control directly depends
on the number of installed sensors. Clearly, more than r sensors for r features
is therefore not an option, less, i.e. k < r, sensors would even be better. For r
feature areas, there are 2r−1 possible feature combinations that can be assigned
to one sensor. To find the optimal association, we need to define a criterion that
compares different combinations. The combined feature visibility map’s visibility
ratio can be used for finding an optimal assignment matrix C of size k × r with
k ≤ r whose column-sums equal to 1 and whose elements Cij are 1, if feature j
is associated to camera i. Using a row vector Ci that represents the associated
features of camera i, the weighted visibility ratio Ṽ of an assignment matrix C
with k rows

Ṽ (C) =
1
k

k∑
i=1

V̄ (Ci) (10)

to compare all possible assignments is introduced in [4]. Based on this equation,
an algorithm to find the optimal sensor-feature association matrix Copt with a
minimum number of sensors is also presented.

3.3 Entropy Based Viewpoint Selection

Stel et al. [10] extend the notion of CLFs to an entropy based viewpoint selec-
tion method. There, the best viewpoints for distinguishing different aggregate
models, i.e. different bolt-nut combinations (Fig. 5), and their respective 2D
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Fig. 5. Two different nut-bolt aggregations (left / middle). The entropy index mapped
into visibility maps according to [10] determines the 20 best (light lines) and worst
viewing directions (bold lines from above / beneath) to distinguish them (right)

Fig. 6. Simple four step algorithm to find a good initial viewpoint using visibility maps

projections are calculated. The collective entropy mapped onto a visibility map
is used to derive a distinction measure for different viewing directions. High
entropy determines bad viewing directions, low entropy values mark good ones.

3.4 Optimal Camera and Illumination Planning

Another application using visibility maps is presented in [4]. There, the opti-
mal viewpoints for industrial inspection tasks are calculated from a geometric
model of the inspected objects (Fig. 6). The distance transform of the visibility
map allows to automatically position the sensor in a viewing direction that is
far from vanishing points in the viewing volume. Further refinements regarding
additional viewpoint requirements, e.g. minimum resolution or viewing angle,
are implemented using convex scalar functions dependant on the viewpoint. Us-
ing the distance transformation of the feature visibility maps, a scalar cost can
be assigned to each six-dimensional viewpoint . The final, optimal viewpoints
are found by minimizing the scalar cost functions. Similarly, the visibility map
can be used to find an illumination position [5], from which a desired feature
illumination condition, e.g. specular or diffuse reflection, can be observed.

4 Summary and Conclusion

We have presented a versatile model-based visibility measure for geometric prim-
itives called visibility map. It is easy to calculate, memory efficient, quick to use,
and provides an accurate way of determining the visibility of 1d, 2d, or 3d geo-
metric primitives of triangulated meshes from viewpoints outside the convex hull
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of the whole object. Several applications that prove the versatility and useful-
ness of this concept for object recognition, pose estimation, as well as sensor and
illumination planning are presented. Since a visibility map has to be calculated
only once, a test for visibility from a specific viewing direction comprises only a
table lookup. In our opinion, this versatility together with the simplicity of its
concept renders the visibility map superior to other existing visibility measures.
One shortcoming of the visibility map, however, is the fact that visibility can
only be determined correctly for viewpoints outside of the complex hull of the
object.
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